
AUDIO INTEGRATION 
Unity VS Wwise 

 

Scripting 

Unity Extensive scripting involved in audio integration: any behavior other than Play and Loop has 
to be scripted (see 1st degree manipulations below). This requires a considerable amount of 
a  programmer's time. 
 

Wwise Minimal scripting required: all audio behaviors are set within Wwise, the only scripting 
required is to call game parameters. This prevents unnecessary back and forth between the 
designer and a programmer.  
 

 

1st degree manipulations 

Unity The only audio behaviors available to the designer are play, loop, high/low priority, volume, 
pitch, pan, and basic effects. 
 

 

 
Unity Mixer and sound properties 

 
 

Wwise The same functions and more are available in Wwise (including randomisers, initial delay, 
conversion settings, loudness normalisation, Real Time Parameter Controls, Game States, 
Motion Effects, sound instances limit, and more). 
 
On top of basic manipulations, the designer can create multi-actions events as well as stop 
events (among others, see Wwise events below), avoiding the need for scripting these 
behaviors. It reduces complex audio events to simple manipulations 
 
In addition, basic editing is available within Wwise, and allows to reuse the same samples 
more than once, saving space.  
 

 



        
   Wwise sound property editor              Wwise events 
 
 
 

Variability 

Unity No 1st degree access to randomisers or containers dictating behaviors (such as random 
containers). Everything has to be scripted. Fewer possibilities for variability means that a 
higher number of sound files is needed in order to create variations (takes more space). 
 

Wwise Excellent possibilities for variability due to easy access to randomisers on volume, pitch, 
lowpass, highpass, a priority system, and other audio behaviors (see 1st degree 
manipulations above). These variations reduce the number of sound files needed in the 
game, saving space. 
 

 
 

Game parameters 

Unity The only way to control game audio states and parameters is with Snapshots. Snapshots 
have limited flexibility, and any transition between them has to be scripted.  
 

Wwise Wwise allows for a much more flexible game parameter control, all manageable by the 
designer, and highly customizable: the Real Time Parameter Controls (RTPC). 
Complex audio behaviors can be implemented without requiring more space or any more 
scripting than simple behavior. This creates greater possibility for creativity and elaborate 
sound design. 

 



Music Integration 

Unity Non-existent. There is no differentiation between music and sound integration, making it 
difficult to create time-sensitive transitions and multilayered music implementation, essential 
for good dynamic qualities and to give feedback about the gameplay to the user. 
 

Wwise Wwise's dedicated music integration engine is one of his greatest strengths: it allows for 
highly dynamic implementation, greater variability and flexibility in the integration. 
 
Its features include bars and beat recognition, entry and exit cues which allow the layering of 
multiple tracks or sound cues in sync, a transition system allowing for seamless shifts and 
variations, and a stinger system making it possible to link game events with musical cues, in 
sync with the music.  
 
This saves space due to the possibilities for dynamic integration, reducing the required 
amount of sound files needed. 

 

 
Wwise music editor 

 

Mixing and testing 

Unity In-game only, meaning that all the sounds need to be implemented in a functional way 
before the designer can be able to assess the result in relation to other sounds and to the 
gameplay. Modifications take more time due to back and forth. 
 

Wwise Allows the sound designer to mix as the work progresses, and can test all the sounds, as 
they would sound in-game with the Soundcaster session system. Wwise's Soundcaster 



system allows to simulate a gameplay environment and listen to the sounds in real time. 
Modifications can be done instantly 
 

 

 
Wwise soundcaster. 

 

Hierarchies and busses 

Unity Good system that allows micro and macro groups of sounds. Good for mixing levels and 
effects, but does not include behavior systems. 
 

Wwise Wwise has a similar "bus" and hierarchy system, but it includes parents of various kinds, 
determining the behaviors of the child (containers). This system of groups and containers 
include features such as Random, Sequence, Blend, Switch, Dialogue, and Motion. 
 

 

Localisation 

Unity Asset localisation can only be done with a licensed plugin and requires scripting. 
 

Wwsie Wwise features localisation options: if any dialogue, Wwise can very simply generate 
multiple soundbanks for different languages, without having to replace assets or repeat 
manipulations, saving time. 
 

 

 

Debugging and performance monitoring 

Unity More research needed. 
 

Wwise Wwise can connect to the game to monitor performance, to adjust the mixing and for 



debugging. 
 
The Profiler and Performance Monitor built into the authoring tool makes debugging smooth 
and easy and greatly helps for optimization and memory usage. (You can watch the CPU 
performance, streaming buffers, voices playing and other details in real time). 

 
 

 
Wwise Profiler and Performance Monitor 

 

User interface 

Unity Limited. The manipulations are mainly accomplished through scripting (see Scripting above). 
 

Wwise The user interface allows the designer to implement audio behaviors quickly and test them 
immediately. 
 
It makes it easy for the designer to tweak audio behaviors and parameters (with interfaces 
such as the RTPC graph editor, the sound property editor, and the music editor), avoiding 
unnecessary back and forth between the designer and a programmer. It also allows for a 
more detailed integration. 
 

 



 
Wwise Real Time Parameter Control graph editor 

 
 

Audio compression and format conversion 

Unity Must be done manually. 
 

Wwise Multiple options for audio compression and format conversions within Wwise, saving space 
and time. 
 
Wwise can create non-destructive converted files needed for different platforms, saving run-
time memory. Conversion settings for each platforms can be customised : number of 
channels, sample rate, compression Codec, and more. The interface also allows to compare 
data from the original audio files to the converted ones in order to assess how much memory 
is saved. 
 

 

$$$   

Unity Free. 
 

Wwise Requires a license. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



Bad points 

Good points 

UNITY / WWISE  
Summary 

 
 
 

 

 Unity 
 

Wwise 

Scripting 
 

Extensive  Minimal 

1st degree manipulations 
 

Limited Many options 

Variability 
 

Very limited Many options 

Game parameters 
 

Only through snapshots and 
scripting 
 

Highly customisable, many 
possibilities 

Music integration 
 

Non existent  Highly developed  

Mixing and testing 
 

In-game only. Possible before implementation 
 AND in-game 
 

Hierarchies and busses 
 

Good (basic) Excellent 

 
Localisation 
 

Through a licensed plug-in. Native, excellent capabilities. 

Debugging, performance 
monitoring 
 

More research needed. Excellent  

User interface  Minimal 
 

Excellent 

Audio compression and format 
conversion 
 

Must be done manually. Native conversion and compression 
system, with record of memory 
usage. 

$$$ 
 

Free. Requires license. 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 


